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IT Architects (m/f) J2EE
Your tasks…
You advise our customers in the conception, specification and modelling of new and existing software
solutions based on fully developed and modern technologies and architectures. Your concepts provide
the customer with a basis for decision-making regarding the introduction of new technologies, the
further development or replacement of old systems, and the organisational orientation.
You work in professional international teams, in direct contact with the customer’s employees, and
support or lead the team in implementing technical concepts.
Your tasks include the analysis of existing business processes, soft- and hardware infrastructures, as
well as the conception, the design and the implementation of software architectures while taking the
customer’s professional and technical requirements into account. In doing so, you will access
industrial standards and current trends in order to develop sustainable solutions and ensure their
quality.
Your profile...
You have experience as IT architect and have a degree in Computer Sciences or in comparable
studies. Your focus lies on Java/J2EE and you are familiar with one or more of the current platforms
(IBM Websphere, Bea Weblogic, JBoss, …), frameworks (Hibernate, Struts, JSF, ...) and industry
standards (SOAP, SOA, EAI, ESB, RMI, EJB, JMS, ...).
Ideally you have worked with different operating systems (Sun Solaris, Linux, Windows, …) and data
bank systems (Oracle, MySQL, MS SQL, …). You systematically keep up-to-date on new trends in
technology and innovative concepts.
You complement your technical capabilities with methods expertise in the areas OOA/OOD, MDA and
service-oriented architectures (optional) and apply current design patters, J2EE patterns and EAI
patterns in your solutions. Your methods expertise also includes the Rational Unified Process (RUP)
or the Coad method and agile development processes (FDD, XP, SCRUM).
You have very good analytical and communicative skills and present complex subjects in a very
comprehensible way. You work target-oriented and like to take the initiative and shoulder the
responsibility in difficult situations. Your customer management is confident and coined by good
manners.
If you are interested in joining an international and dynamic team, please send your resume in English
with reference to the following e-mail address: job@axisplus.de

